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New guidelines
mean less loans
by Jessica Snyder
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

..

WASHINGTON
The
U.S.
Department
of

•
•
•
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"This is
taxpayers'
money."

Education last week issued

tough new proposals that ·Sharon Messinger,
would cut off or reduce
Department of
National Direct Student Loan
Education
money at 1,561 campuses.
The proposed rules lower
the acceptable default rate for money,' ' said Sharon
schools eligible for new NDSL Messinger, spokeswoman· for
money, tighten the definition the Education Department .
of a defaulted loan and "There's $5 billion in default
eliminate the appeals process right now. That's a $1 billion
now available for schools that cost each year to taxpayers.''
have high default rates.
If they don't lower their
The department also default rates, Messinger said,
proposes to base former some schools will be ineligible
students' payments on their to get more NDSL money to
ability to pay, as well as the loan out next year.
amount owed. Presently,
Many
ins ti tu tions,
repayment depends soley on however, may be trapped in
the loan amount.
ineligible status for at least
Colleges
themselves two years, no matter what
administer NDSL programs, they do to correct defaults,
collect loan payments and some educators say.
recycle the money to new loan
"In essence, they've shut
applicants.
several doors on us at once, "
The federal government said David McDermott,
contributes new money for controller at Metropolitan
lending according to the State College in 'Denver and
number of loans schools make author of a national study of
and how well they collect old the NDSL program.
loans.
McDermott's study found
The new regulations, which direct loan defaults on the
may go into effect this June, decline, down to 8.93 percent
Dorina Undsey/Central Florida Future
aim to goad 'schools into in 1984 from 11. 9 percent in Roughhousing
lowering their NDSL default 1979.
· These two tikes decided that watching ·sunday's baseball game against the University of
rates.
Michigan wasn't as much fun as playing a little tag.
SEE LOANS, PAGE 5
"This is taxpayers'

.
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Some skeptical of .dental practice
by Betfl Carran
DISCOVERIES EDITOR

Yep, that's right. Spring Break is just
around the corner and The Central
Florida Future will be here to tell
you about what's happening in Ft.
Lauderdale, Miami Beach, Daytona
Beach and even Orlando. So check
us out Thursday and find out what's
going on for Spring Break.

A solution that breaks down tooth decay has
recently been approved by the American Dental
Association. The substance Caridex softens
decalcified material but has no effect on health
calcified teeth.
Caridex was developed by orthodontist Joseph
Kronman and root canal specialist Melvin
Goldman, both professors at Tufts University
School of Dental Medicine. The substance was
approved by the Food anbd Drug Administration
in July 1984.
Caridex is not expected to completely replace
current procedures. said Dr. Gregory Singleton of

the FDA. It is used in conjunction with
conventional hand instruments to reduce or
eliminate driling. The solution is pumped into a
decayed tooth, and the softened decay is removed
with the tip-of the pump.
Singleton emphasized that Caridex can only be
used on cavities that are easy to reach. If they are
between teeth or on back teeth, a drill .is
neccessary. Caridex can also be used on accessible
cavities with some enamel coating after the dentist
has drilled through the enamel.
Using Caridex can take longer than drill i.ngsaid
Singleton. The substance takes from about two to
15 minutes to work.
He added that it is too early to predict the
SEE CARIDEX, PAGE 4

• ·Mr. Sun's decided · fo
play a little hide and seek
this week. Let's just hope he
decides to hang around
next week.
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Just keep your fingers
crossed and watch out for
that 20 percent chance of
rain.
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Baseball Knights are on a
roll.16

Students show off their 'rejects.' 3 .
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Come and experience the ·woodsy ·c harm.
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Sales an·d Model Center located One Mile NorJh on
Alafaya Trail from Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.'
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME

Affordable prices start in the low 50's

•

.

'

CALL 275-9100
2 & 3 Bedroom rentals
available while they 'ast

..

Prices Include: Washer, Dryer, Mini-Blinds,
Refrigerator and Dishwasher. Ceiling Fan.

REGISTER TO
.

•
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AN -EARTH CRUISER

•

..
•

Visit SHERWOOD FOREST'S Model Homes
. during the month of March. and
register to win 1 of 4 Earth Cruisers
to be given away. We will be
giving away one Earth Cruiser for each .
Saturday in March (except 3-22-86).

•
•
•
•

•

CALL GARY AT SHERWOOD FOREST
275·9100 FOR DETAILS
(No purchase necessary)

•
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'Rejected' art meets stude ts' approval
by Karen Blum
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

The title for the first student-run art show may
be a bit deceiving but by no means is the first
annual Student Art Reject Show a display of
unacceptable art.
The works displayed in the "reject" show are
.student works rejected from the art department's
juried spring show. Art in the reject show, unlike
the juried show, must pass approval of students
rather than professors to be entered .
The idea for a student-run art show came from
art professor Walter Gaudnek after "16 years of
seeing student art rejected from juried shows."
"Art is unlike math," he said. "In math when
you're right, you're right. Art is not perceived the
same way."
George Palmer received the "Best of Show"
award for his clay structure, "Broken Dreams."
Palmer described his piece as a ''vision of altered
states."

These pieces and more can be seen at the Reject Art Show in the SOL this week.
Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

UCF speaker writes from experience

•

by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Nobel prize winning
author, Isaac Bashevis
Singer, recently spoke at
the UCF campus.
The speech was a lecture
under the-title "My
philosiphy as a Jewish
Writer." Singer, who grew
up in Jewish ghettos and
· villages in Poland in the
early part of the 20t h
century, predominantly
writes about this same
environment.
''It is good for a writer to
write
about
an

'Big doc' speaks
today
United States Surgeon

by Jim Schwartz
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Many of the 3,600 Filipino students
attending U.S. colleges greeted the
downfall of former President
Ferdinand Marcos' regime with
jubilation and, in some cases, relief
that months of censored contact with
their families seem to be ·ending.
"We are ecstatic this happened, but
I am realistic that the ills of the
country will not · just go away,"·
George 'Washington University
student David Dakanay says.
Dakany, like ot~er Filipino students

At 8 p.m. Koop wm deliver a
public address in the
~ymnasium on critical
health issues of the eighties.

•

.

ALCOHOL HOTLINE
To support its growth and
need in the Central Florida
area, the Metropolitan
Alcoholism Council (MACO)
of Central Florida has
developed an Alcohol
Hotline.
The newly-introduced
24-hour hotline can be the
first step for many persons
in facing the effect of the
disease of alcoholism in their
lives and the lives of their
families.
By
calling
422-HELP, a person can
have
a
confidential
conver sa ti on
with
a
prof es si ona I
who
understands the problems of
alcohol abuse and who can

in 1978, said his brother
would have won the award
in his place if he had lived
long enough.
In addition to writing
about where he grew up,
Singer also writes in the
language that he grew up
speaking
which
is
Yiddish-a language once
spoken · by most Eastern
European Jews.
Singer translates his
Yiddish works into other
languages, especially
English. When J:ie first
came to America in 1935,
he had to use the services
of another in translating
because he was not with
English.

Singer's visit-to UCF
was sponsored by the
Judaic Studies program,
which is in th Department
of Foreign Languages. The
director of the Judaic
Studies, Dr. Moshe Pelli,
organized much of the
event including re-phrasing
questions that were asked
of Singer as he, being in his
90s, needed a little help in
hearing the questions.
Pelli said, ' 'It was a
historic event. It came in
the wake of negative
publicity that UCF has
received ... It
was
a
tremendous event for UCF,
..

SEE SINGER, PAGE 4

Filipino students ,celebrate MarCos' ousting

General C. Everett Koop is at
UCF today. After a breakfast
in the President's Dining
Room there will be on open
reception at 9:30 a.m. in the
Health Resources Building
located next to the Health
Center.

•

environme.n t he knows
best,'' Singer said.
In the Wednesday
speech, Singer read a short
story entitled, "Profesor
Shlemiel," a story written
for children about an
abscent minded profesor
lost in the city of New
York.
Singer's work has mainly
been intented for adult
readers due to the
sexuality
that
the
characters in his stories
have t o deal with. Some of
Singer "s stories have
appeared in Playboy and
The New Yorker.
Singer, who won the
Nobel Prize for Literature

offer assistance in dealing
with the. disease.
MACO, a non-profit
service organization, offers
programs designed to be
affordable regardless of
income.

MEASLE MANI~
After a recent Arkansas
vs. Southern California
basketball game,
21
Razorback fans were
diagnosed as having
measles, while another 34
people on campus reported
having measles symptoms.
An
emergency
innoculation program to
contain the infectious
disease so far has drawn

•

"It's like a personal
victory for me."
·Pia Pascual,
Filipino student
interviewed, had spent the weeks
since the disputed Feb. 7 elections-in
which Marcos claimed victory over
opposition candidate Corazon
Aquino-unsure what was happening
to his family back home, if he should

5,234 students
vaccinated.

to

go back to them, or if he could.
"Marcos, in a last-ditch effort, could
have taken revenge against people
who did not support him,'' Dakanay
said, adding "he (Marcos) was not in
touch with reality."
Contact with the Philippines
became difficult during the crisis,
adding to the fear for loved ones.
"My husband and I .,have been
supporting Aquino by sending money,
but some of these letters never got
through," says Elnora Mercado, a
librarian at the University of Colorado
at Denver. "They were never

be

•DRINKING LIMITED
Alpha
Tau
Omega
chapters must stop selling .
alcohol, make all parties by
invitation only, drop out of
events co-sponsored by
alcoholic beverage firms and
observe other drinking
limits to retain their
charters, the national office
in Champaign, Ill. said last
week.
The new rules were
released at the same time
Texas-Austin suspended its
Alpha Tau Omega chapter
during a probe of a hazing
incident.

• CONCERT THURSDAY
The UCF Band pragram
will hold its annual Spring
Concert Thursday evening
in the UCF Theatre. The
concert band and wind
ensemble will be performing
under the direction of·Jerry
Gardner. Works by C.T.
Smith, Barnes, V. Williams,
Steitz, Piston, Grainger,
Schoenberg and Nelson will
be performed.
Call 275-2869 for more
information.
•FROM ALL OVER
The College of Santa Fe
has issued a :press release
advertising a presumably
0

SEE STUDENTS, PAGE 7

live March 29 visit by poet
Dylan Thomas, who died in
1953.
v Syracuse has begun a
teacher education class
taught
entirely
by
computer.
~ Texas students are using
less profanity and ''greasy
language" in their papers,
EnglisJl professor Maurine
McElroy reports.

• NEWSLINE
If you have a tip or story
idea, The Central Florida .-,S
Future would love to hear
from you. Call our newsline
at 275-2601.

4, The ~tral Aorlda Future, Ma!ch 11
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Give a hoot.
Don't ollute. Forest Service, U.S.D.A.,.

THE HAIR SHOP

lj_ Precision
"' ~
1

Style Cul $9.0C?

FULL SERVICE. SALON

1~509 E. Colonial Dr.
£Winn Dixie Center)
... UNION PARK

WALK-INS WELCOME

282gi700

Daily 9·5 & 1'hurs. 'til 8

•

ARE YOU READY
FOR THE HUNT?

Advertising, Marketing and Communication
students get a jump on the rest of the pack
Learn all about Radio! It's still
red hot!! Experts discuss
P,roduction, selecting talent and
market analysis of Orlando.
Mike Gluckman/Central Florida Future

Practice makes perfect

This student isn't about to let Spring Break creep up without her getting some lounging
practice first.

.

Where:

Citrus Club (CNA Building,
Downtown)
When: March 13, 1986
6-7 pm mingle
7-8 pm program
For More Info Call: Pat McFarland

GREATER OOLANOO

•

STUDENTS $2.50

244-8347

•

SINGER
FROM PAGE 3
the students, and the
community."
When asked about the
modern
technology's
influence on the younger
generations, Singer said, ''I
still use my old leeky pen... I
think people can live
without inventions of
communications.''
''I had a feeling with ·
Yiddish language even as a
small boy." He added that,
"your born with it and for a
·
feeling with it."
Singer also advised that
writers write their stories
first to be good stories and
not be as concerned with
trying to reach their
audiences
with
humanitarianistic
reasoning.

•

.•
•
•

•

CARI DEX
FROM PAGE 1
acceptance and success of
Ca ridex.
"I really don 't know right
now what the response from
dentists is going to be,'' he
said.
·
Several local dentists
remembered hearing about
the substance but were no
familiar with it. Dr. Charles
Arias had formed any strong
opinion yet.
"To tell you the truth,' he
said, "I don't know. It's not
out in the m,arket yet. We
haven't really gotten
anything concrete yet. ''
Arias
is
skeptical
however. "Everybody
thinks it's going to be a little
liquid that you put on the ..
tooth," he said. He has not
seen Caridex demonstrated
but thinks its useflillness
~ill be very limited.

· Have you( Social
Security or other
Government paymen~s
sent sti-aight to
wherever you have
your checltj.ng or
savings accou~t.

.
•

•

. . . ______.Round trip.Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes, tpe
beach-or just home for a visit, Greyhound can
take you there. For only $89 or less, round trip.
From.February I through June 15, all you
do is show us yo·ur college student l.D. card
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will

then be good for travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase.
·
So this Spring Break, get a real break. Go
anywhere Greyhound goes for $89 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.

I
•

•

.\\ust pn~m a \'llliJ i:nll1.-g1.· s1uJent I.I>. 1.-arJ upon purd1;1~ . :-;,11>1hcr Jiscuunts apply. Tickets
a~ r:inntr.i_nstc~Jhlc and .8••1'1 for tm·cl on ( il\~:hnunJ l.m1.-s. ln1.·.• anJ nth1.·r Jlilrtkipatin(!
i:;im1.'t'S. ( A:nam r1."Stn1.111111s arrly. Otli:r dk\tm: ~ I M6 Oller hm111.\J . :'l;nt 1·aliJ in Canada

. rGOGREYHOUND
~ l\Ilc:~eave the driving to us:

-C' 1986 lin.·yhounJ Linc:s. Inc.

.

300 W. Amelia Street, 843-7720

·

•

Th~ Central

•

lJ.S. oepartment of Health & Human Services

LOANS
FROM PAGE l

•

TEST
YOUR
STRENGTH.

•
•

•

•
•

· QUITTING~ IT COULD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.

Because the program is
retroactive, money for next
year is based on default rates
in previous years. And
deadlines for punting bad
debts
to
the
government-which will
collect loans for schools-and
for filing appeals have passed.
Schools lose out on loan
money the government must
collect.
The department proposal,
which is now open for public
comment until March 31,
would cut off new funding to
schools with default rates
higher than 20 percent.
Schools with default rates
between 7.5 percent and 20
percent would receive only
partial contributions
Now schools must have a
default rate oj lO percent or
less to receive full federal
contributions. Schools with
default· rates higher than 25
percent are ineligible for new
money.
"The number of schools
that would lose all funding
suggests the new regualtions
am too draconian in their
effect,'' John Dean, counsel
for the Coalition of Higher
Assistance
E ducation

The scars
of an abused child
can stay with us
all his life.

Florida Future, Mach 11, 1~86,

5

bad loans to the department
Organizations, said .
''A lot of schools have made was Feb. 15 (for NDSL moeny
great strides. They've for 1987-88), but most schools
brought their defaults from received the notice of changes
35 or 40 percent down to 24 on Feb. 18, McDermott said.
percent. But now they'd still
In addition, the deadline for
be kicked out of the appeals for schools not
program.''
meeting regulations for
The City University of New 1986-87 was last November.
The proposal does contain
York, for instance, could be
cut off entirely by the some good news for 8tudents
proposed
regulations. proposing their repayment
Howard University in plans be made "income
Washington, D.C. and the contingent."
"We want to deal with the
State Universities of New
growing concerns of debt
York also may be hard hit.
The new plan also would burdens, Messinger said.
penalize Metro State, ''This will give future
although the commuter students far greater ability to
school reduced its default rate repay their loans.''
to 7.94 percent from 22
The
administration
percent the year before.
. ~pparently is confident its
Inner-city schools like ideas won't be challengt;id,
Metro have more low-income since it based its 1986-87
f;>tudents and higher default funding proposals on the
assumption the proposed new
rates, McDermott said.
If the new rules go into rules will go into effect.
effect, much NDSL money
"That clearly indicates the
could end up -going to more in ten ti on
of
the
affluent schools with lower administration not to take
seriously any comments (on
default rates, he ·said.
"If I had only been given the proposal),' said Dean.
warning , I co u ld have
Colleges, universities and
interested
in
assigned a few thousand anyone
dollars of loans (to the responding to the proposals
Education Department to have 45 days to do so. Though
collect) to meet the new the department must respond
regulations," McDermott to those comments in its final
said.
decision, it has no obligation
The deadline for assigning to modify its proposal.

This Newspaper is PROUD
To Be A Supporter Of Our
Local National Guardsmen!
Doing Their Part For Our
Community, State And Country!
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Starting at 4:00 pm Monday, March 10th, 1986
1st 500 students with a $10 or more purchase
will receive a free sample "Copier Card'.'
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·Wbodsy Owl says
for Clean Air Ride a Bike

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

FROM PAGE 3

Tuned engines •••
less air pollution.

fF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!i!!!i!!!i!!!i!!!i!!!il

•

•

THE FIVE PRIMARY
CAUSES OF HAPPY
,__
HOURS AT

_____

•

FOO.D & SPIRITS

•

1. HAPPY HOUR NIGHTLY FROM
4:00 TO CLOSE.
2. D.J. EVERY NIGHT FROM 9:00
·TO CLOSE.
3. GOOD FOOD AT GOOD PRICES.
4. A REFRESHING AND LIGHT
ATMOSPHERE, EASY TO RELAX
AND UNWIND IN.
5. LIVE ENTERTAINMENT · CHAZ MIKELL .
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY FROM 9:00 TO CLOSE
HOURS

MON.-THURS. · 11 A.M. - 12 P.M.
FRl.-SAT.
11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
SUN.
. Noon - 6 P.M.

,

. .

LOCATED IN FASHION SQUARE· MALL
BETWEEN BURDINE'S AND ROBINSON'S
898-6041

acknowledged.''
Other Filipinos in the U. ~· reported
difficulty in calling home, especially during
the weekend before Marcos' 20-year reign
came to an end.
"There had been calls cut off when you'd
talk about politics," said Gloria Del Rozario,
who also works in the :UCD library.
Rozario added she now is fearful for her
parents, who have been Marcos supporters.
''I have been encouraging them to come over
here. ' '
Before that, in anticipation of what many
feared was going to be a bloody civil war,
those with family and friends involved in
anti-Marcos activity also were nervous.
"The government has so much power. I
thought they were indestructible," George
Washington student Pia Pascual said.
''My strongest fears were for my friends
who are politically active at the University of
the Philippines,' ' she added.
Pascual got to know them while she was at
the university, which she left when her family
emigrated to the U.S. for medical reasons.
Some of the students Pascual knows back
home "became so radicalized, they went into
the mountains to join the communist
movement.''
Pascual said she disagrees with her friends'
ideology, but she understands their anger.
"We are the only country in Asia with a
negative GNP (gross national product.)' '
Of the fall of Marcos, "It's like a personal
victory for me. My only regret is I couldn't
have done more," Pascual said.

jubilation of Haitians, I said, 'They are so
lucky.' It never occurred to me that could
happen in the Philippines,'' Pascual said.
A week before Marcos left the Philippines,
Haitian dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier fled a
general strike and mounting pressures to
·
oust him.
Some Filipino students, although not
Marcos supporters, are skeptical of ~quino's
ability to address their country's economic
problems.
"It's a change of personnel, not a change of
the system," said a University of Denver
Filipino who requested anonymity. "People
are quite jubilant. That is a mistake in
mood. ''
"I don't see how a member of the ruling
class (Aquino) can resolve the class-conflict
problem,'' he said.
Although excited about Aquino's victory,
Pia Pascual's brother Pasky, who attends the
University of Maryland at .College Park, says
the problems won't end with Marcos'
departure. ''Much rebuilding has to be done.''
Paky, a graduate student in agronomy;
worries many young Filipinos studying
abroad may not return home, opting for highpaying jobs elsewhere.
"We must not just send money. We must
return (to the Philippines) to work, " he said,
adding that a "brain drain" must be
prevented.
"The Aquino government has a lot to do,
but I look forward to going back," said
University of California at Los Angeles
political science major Susan Reyes.

Many of the Filipinos interviewed
expressed ·with pride how their people
avoided a bloody confrontation in restoring
democracy to their land.
"I felt the people could avoid violence and
She and her mother, who is the liaison
that they would work through civif
officer in the U.S. for the National Movement
disobedience,'' Dakanay said.
for Free Elections (NAMFJtEL), lobbied for a
He added, "My family is very excited.
_ congressional delegation to observe and ·
They can now participate in their own future.
monitor the Filipino elections.
The people made this happen.''
She was not optimistic, ''When I saw the

United Parcel: Service.·1 ~·
.

·I

,

P.arf·Time Positions Available
•

United Parcel ·s ervice will be
.

u s

.

accepting ~pplications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.

i .

' .

.

.

Please sign up fOr an interview
appointment in the Career Resource ·
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m~,
o-r 1f:OO P~m., MOnday ·through -Friday ~
workweek. 3 tO 5 houfs'pe(day.

i
'

I

I

Finding the remains
of Challenger .crew
won't change their
fOte
Finding the crew's cabin of the space shuttle
Challenger and the remains of the crew will likely
be of great value to the effort to find exactly what
went wrong the morning of Jan. 28. But it cannot
put to rest the problems and fears which the
families, friends and all those involved have dealt
with these past few weeks.
The grim details of the crew's fate are likely to
surface soon, and as before, will lend to spectacular
speculation about how the situation was handled.
Could the crew have survived the explosion? Could
they have survived the impact? Could they have
been rescued?
But for all the speculation, one fact remains
perfectly clear: seven people died. And exploring all
the gory details of whether or not anything could
have been done to make a difference won't make a
difference. Nothing can change what happened .

•

... buf blackout
is wrong

No "Presto" on campus

Disturbing, however, is NASA's news blackout.
·It is understandable that the NASA administration has a certain amount of control to conduct
their investigations. But this most recent developCredit Union: How many of you out there are
ment is just one more example of the kind of cenUCF Federal Credit Union members? Don't be shy,
sotship which the government considers to be · I won't call you stupid because I just joined. Let's
necessary.
just say we're confused.
In the past, the government has held news
Anyway, how many of you have one of those neat
blackouts in periods of national emergency. But in
"Presto/Exchange" cards they give out? Yeah, now
this case, their is no real need to keep such a tight
I've struck a vein.
lid on developments. The debris from the
All right, if you won't ask, I will. Why don't we
Challenger's cabin was said to have been found on
Lately, however, things seem to be changing. I
have a "Presto" or an "Exchange" machine on
Friday. Yet the announcement of the find was not
campus? I joined the Credit Union because it's notice this mainly because I work here at the cammade until Sunday.
local and now I have to drive all the way to the pus newspaper. While it may seem subtle, there has
Surely the nation's security could not have been
been a huge increase in the amount of letters we are
Publix on Colonial just to get some cash.
jeopardized by announcing the latest find when it
Of course I went through the bit of trying my receiving.
happened. And the secure recovery of the remains
I'm not sure if our "How to read a newspaper"
card in every machine on campus, not even conshould not be hindered by the announcement.
sidering the fact that we Credit Union members series had anything to do with it, but the "Letters"
What NASA and the federal government is doing
have no machine. I mean if the Citizen's Bank of section of the paper is finally almost being used to
is wrong. The formal "investigation" into the
Oviedo has a machine, you would think the Credit its potential. This almost makes us look like a
tragedy goes with the public as witnesses, the real
literate campus or something. Cool.
Union would.
investigation is going on behind closed doors. All
To try and clear things up I called the Credit
Cough, cough: Yeah, its going around again. I
the formal investigation amounts to is a public
Union and ·asked them our little question. The lady went to the Health Center with my ailment so I'll
hanging of scapegoats. A kind of house-cleaning
there said that we don't have a machine because it pass on the advice I got. If you're coughing, have a
costs a lot of money to set one up. I guess the stuffed head and show signs of a fever the doctor is
designed to appease the American public and
satisfy the selfish intere~ts of politicians trying to
Citizen's Bank of Oviedo is bigger than it sounds. probably just going to tell you to take some
save their piece of the pie.
Anyway, she unofficially said that the Union ought Tylenol. He'll also advise you to drink a lot of liMeanwhile, the real work goes on under a cloud of
to have a machine in the new building that's being quids and get some sleep.
darkness, with significant news treated and
built, so I guess patience is in order.
Now I'm certainly no doctor, but everybody who
tempered for public consumption. The American
Letters: I have often heard it said that we are a goes there seems to be hearing the same thing, so if
public is being spoon fed the facts through a
hopelessly apathetic campus and in the past I've . you have what we have you can save yourself some
strEliner, and it's time that stopped.
tended to agree with that philosophy.
trouble.

•

• Athletes academic
standing in question
Editor:
I have three questions for the administrators, · athletic director, and
coaches of the sports which offer
scholarships to athletes.
First, what is the academic stan-:
ding of our scholarship athletes today?
Secondly, why do I always see these
athletes in the game room every
night, in the library reading
magazines, and never studying?
Maybe they really are studying when
I pass the cafeteria at night, but I
swear I could hear rock music.
My last question is, if I pay these
people to do these things, do you
think I am getting my money's
worth?

• Debate over
holiday foolish
Editor:

In her letter, which argued that
Martin Luther King, Jr. is more
deserving of a national holiday than
is Abraham Lincoln, Diane Hinton
quite justly observes that "All
Abraham Lindon did was sign a piece
of paper... King gave his life."
Despite spurious rumors to the contrary, Lincoln died of natural causes.
· As any serious student of U.S.
Name withheld by request history knows, Abraham Lincoln ac-

cidentally choked himself to death opposed to slavery until as late in
while eating popcorn at the Ford 1837. In 1837, Lincoln was 28" years
Theatre. The legend that the old. Why didn't Lincoln speak out
Republican President Lincoln· was while he was in grammar school? Obassassinated by a pro-slavery Con- viously, he wasted his entire youth
federate sympathizer named John fooling around with that silly knowWilkes Booth is a fiction invented nothing Ann Rutledge, who had not
years after the fact by Republican the slightest awareness regarding
Party propaganda hacks as a minority issues.
smokescreen for Republican indifLikewise, Pitters, who is rightly
ference to minority issues.
. critical of those who "show ignorance
A person who suggests that the to (sic) American history," states:
contributions of the so-called "Great ''As for Washington, he was our first
Emancipato~" and "Savior of the president. What else did he do
Union" approach, even remotely, significantly?''
those of Dr. King can only be a weakClearly, to use Pitter's words, only
minded bigot who is totally devoid of someone with "blatant ignorance and
perspective or judgement.
bigotry" and "an inability to
Furthermore, as UCF' s justly self- distinguish fact from bigoted
acclaimed American history pundit opinion" could possibly even suggest
Lesli Pitters points out, in the letter that Washington's leadership, say, at
dated March 4, Lincoln did not op- Valley Forge, might deserve even the
pose slavery until late in his life. Ac- slightest favorable mention.
cording to the Encyclopedia BritanSEE DEBATE, PAGE 9
nica, Lincoln is not on record as being

•
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Student Body President responds ...

It is about time that all the bigots
out there stop writing foolish letters
to The Central Florida Future, and
start reading a little history.
Edward Hiskes
Engineering

or desire to provide service to other
people should not attempt employment in a service business.
Many people, myself included, enjoy dealing with people, and we enjoy
our roles in Disney's show. We are
not, however, "Disnoids." I think
that anyone who who blames an "artificial'' company like Disney for his
own shortcomings is going to have
great dificulties whenever he goes into the "real" world.

• Disney employee
dislikes terminology·

•

Lisa J. Ritchey
Business Administration

· • King holiday
As a Pisney "cast member," I feel example o~ d_i~crimination
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the need to respond to the article ''Inside Disney," whic~ appeared in the
Feb. 27 issue of The Central Florida
Future. It seems to me that the only
one who is confused about Disney is
the person who wrote the that article.
First, Disney is show business, and
the costumes worn by the cast reflect
this. Surely a Broadway play would
lose much of its apeal if the cast
members were out of costume for
their characters.
Disney also provides many services
to its guests. Cast members must
keep in mind that the guest is a VIP
and that "the guest is always right,
even when he's wrong.'' Without
those guests, the cast member has no
job.
Every person's role at Disney, from
the person who sells the .ice cream
outside the haunted mansion to the
top-level managers, involves a certain
amount of public relations. If one
does not like dealing with people, or
perhaps more accurately, if one does
not have the ability to deal with people, then one should not be working at
the "biggest vacation destination in
the world." Certainly, someone
without acting ability or experience
should not appear in a Broadway
play, and persons without the ability

Editor:
I wish to answer a recent letter
writer's question on why UCF
students get two hours off to
celebrate Martin Luther King, Jr.'s
birthday. After pondering over this
question for over a week, the answer
suddenly came to me: Martin Luther
King, Jr. was black. When a black
leader incites riots, it's called civil
rights, and he is honored. When . a
white leader incites riots, it's called
violence, and he is thrown in jail.
Since the 1960s, the U.S. has moved further and further into reverse
discrimination. Nowhere is this more
evident than on a college campus.
Although black leaders strongly op- ·
pose separate facilities, there are such
things as the United Negro College
Fund and Minority Student Services.
Perhaps if Abraham Lincoln had been
b)ack, he too could have been honored
in ·a way befitting a truly great
American.
However, I was disappointed to see
that the letter writer had withheld his
name. Do not be afraid or ashamed of
your views. You are not alone.
Tim Dobbins
Computer S~ien_ce
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Is it true you can buy Jeeps for S44 through th
U.S. government? Get the facts today! CAii
1-312-742-1142.
Ext. 689.

DELTA GAMM.A
All guys and gals with great looking legs,
·
don't forge! to enter DG's E<>Ster leg contesll
Pictures are this weekl DG's-greal job al Der·
by. Daysi' Have a fantastic spring break.

Tuskawllla condo for rent - 2 bdrms 21/2
bath, washer, dryer, dishwasher localed on
pool, jacuzzi, sauna $460/mo 275-3253 or
862-1113.

'Pl BETA PHI
Welcome TGCll Great job Pl Phi's Qn the
alumnl phonothonl Remember Ill sis. Appreciation Day Morch 12th. Thank you Martine for your work on Derby Weeki

D~plex 2 milds from campus 2 bdrm 2 bath
wash/dryer dishwasher S435/mth Call Susan
275-7589.

Room for rent in home - 120 A monlh plus
elect. 10 miles lo UCF available after April 8
call 365-5796. Between 9:00-3:30.
1972 VW bug $1000 obo
1975 Pontiac Grandville convertible
Cali 657-5784 ask for Tom.
S160 1/3 utll rm in lg home near UCF min.
walk to tennis 365-8513 .

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Della Sigma Pl-Would like to congratulale
those Involved with the fund raising activities
such as the car wash and the bowl-o-lhon.
You all did an excellent Jobi

EXPERT lYPING: 24 years exp. Full lime. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. correction of spelllng, grammar punc., and editing Included. Reasonolbe. Coll Bea. 678-1386.

Typing and secretarial services In my home
reasonolbe roles .pick up oN:l delivery. Call
Ruth Richards 894-7169.

•
Lonely 19yo Fla. GI in Germany. Handsome,
intelligent, many Interests. Seeks female PEN
PALS. Write: Pvt. Sieve Docekal 263-69-1481
AVUM TRP 2 CAS 2 ACR BAox 287 APO NY
09092-0216. Will ans~er ASAP

lYPING ACCURATE FASR REASONALBLE 657-9015
or 657-9073.

· QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast, accurate,
professional typing of term papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Mufti-print sizes, styles. Spelling
checker. Pick up and delivery.

788·9097
Word processing and editing. Professional
writer and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonalbe rates CAii Jan B55-4077.

•
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. confidential, Individual
counseling. In W.P. 14 US w. Fairbanks; one block
west od 17-92 Mon-Sat. Cail 647-1477 we can
help you.

•
ABORTION SERVICES CENTER - Free

2 bdrm 11/2 bath lwnhs. private courtyard,
carport, ullllty shed with w and d hOok up,
tennis, peal 475/mo 568-6033.

KAPPA SIGMA
Whal a party! I The Stordusters did ii again!
Thanks for a great time ladles. Don't forget happy hour every Friday at the house. Be
there or be sober!

Total Secretarial Services Term papers
resumes, reports etc. Nothing to big or loo
small, fast accurate service al aHordable fees.
657-0705.

Typing quality; Term papers, !hells, doc!..
medical, legal, resumes, ltrs. Notary service.
~::~ti rates, UCF emp l ml from campus Marti
365-6tt74.

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Pikes make sure you don't forget to get fitted for the Fireman's Ball. Check the softball
schedule to see when Pike I and II play this
week. Keep the cans coming in for Greek
Weeki
.

Typing and word processing In my W.O. co
heme. Experienced. 656-9558.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Hey Sig Eps, did you get those cans over to .
Rick's yet? Well, what the -- you waiting for?
You don't want to gel lined do you? According to the Stopwatch, there are only 3 days
. of Mind Games left before Spring Break. /

JUDO.CLASS- Beginners and experience
players welcome. M-W 7-8:30p.m. multipurpose room In Ed bldg. Feb-March tree to
.newcomers. Call 695-7536 otter 6 p.m.

COOCH 82 in excellent condition lop buy
$100. Also, Barren-style nouga hide occasional chain, vollers. $60 call 671-0980 (WP)

85 Toyota Pick up tan/extra cob - long bed-5
speed and 86 Berllnelto/sllver loaded. Coil
277-1389 Dennis eve and weekend best.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Hey ADPI, lets make our social the hip place
to be and kick off a great spring break! Today is phone-a-thon with the Zeta's. If you
signed up, be there.

LAMBDA EPSILON CHI
LEX meeting Friday March 7 EN 121 11:00
nomination of offices for 86-87. Membership
certlllcateswlll be awarded. Anyone lnter~sled In law Is invited to attend.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from 51 CU repair). Also
delinquent property. Cail 805-687-6000 Ext.
GH-4628 for Information.

Part time choose own hrs. Work from earn u~
to SIO/hr no exp nee. CAii 277-5308 . .

Apple comp compatable Franklin Ace
2000 complete sys $995 HP- 71B w/ math
mod $295 Huffy men's 10-spd S35 call Chris
657-2508.

Mahnesmann Tally Spirit 80 printer 1 yr new
list 399.00 yours 200.00 Sanyo Hi Res
Monlchrome grn monitor paid 199.00 yours
75.00. IBM type rs-232 cabie 25 pin new 15
microwave Mont Ward 18x15x15x 75.00
record a call ans mach w/ beeper 40.00
JM "149" copier portable 45.00 telexlslon
b/W 15" good pic/snd 35.00 call Don at
282-0053.

For sole 1977 Chrysler Station Wagon $500
obo x2481 /898-0684 eves.

Need a job? Evening hours. Flexible/too 20
hrs wk. Near U.C.F. 5.00/ Dollars hr. Call Eric
678-8088.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. S15,000-S50,000/yr
Possible. All occupations. CAii BOS-687-6000
Ext. 4628 for Information.

SUMMER JOBS- Avg. S470/week plus college
credit. Send name, major, phone number to:
Summer Work; PO Box 12455 F; Gainesville, Fl
32604.

- ----

-

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information,
pregnancy tests and councelling. VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
CENTRAL FLORIDA WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION

•

CUSTOMIZED CALLIGRAPHY BY PATTY! Gifts,
certificates, Invitations, etc. Great rates-call
275-4241 today.

Wordprocessing - Sl.75 per double sp. pg.
Look for Univ. Resources at bookstore or call
647-0600.

•

Professional resume writing and typesettl~
available at UCF book store resume and
typesetting 540 typesetting $20 only call
859-4006 call today.

$$$IMMEDIATE CASHSSS
For coins, stamps, or baseball cards
Cail Blll 671-5466.

Car repair with discount as fast as possible
by someone who you can trust call Saeed
otter 6pm phone: 282-9192 or 657-8297.

SCULPTURED NAILS
S25/set regular $50 fill Ins $12
GUARANTEED
Call Lynn at 281-8791 (UCF area)

---

Undecided About A Career?
Professionals from all fields are
coming to speak with

YOU!
Don't .let your opportunities pass you by.

UCF Business/Career Day
April 2
Sponsored by the Council of Business Organizations

PEER ADVISERS NEEDED...
Applications are now
available for the 1986-87
ACademic Peer Advisement Team. If you have an
overall G.P.A. of at least 2.5
and would enjoy working
·~\

.~

..

Call Ruth Rlchards-894-7169 for your typing
needs 7 days a week.

Just good fast typing 10 percent student
discount. Free pick up, delivery creative·
communications 339-6613.

Macintosh hard disk 20meg. S1195 external
drive Hobo $265. Upgrade to 512k $165.
Other accesories at very low price. Call
(305) 62~-3250.

Nitrous
,Free pregnancy lest, low cost birth cdnlrQI.
Morning otter treatment. Confidential, private
Women owned-a special approach to health
care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk south of Colonial oH Mills
422-0606 or toll free 180043285.17.
S5 oH with this ad,

with faculty in advising incoming Freshmen, please
call X28 l l or visit the
Counseling and Testing
Center, Administration 145.

..
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goals attempts for a 53.2
percent average but only hit
seven of 22 shots from the
charity stripe.
Burns led UCF with a
respectable 26 points as four
other Knights s~ored in
double digits. Loretta Pate
scored 13 points, UCF's alltime leading scorer Susan
Patz and Wendt each pitched
in 12 and Julie .Cardinale
added 10. Cardinale also
dished out 11 assists.
Myrick was FAMU's key tQ
success as she tallied a game ·
high 27 points. Manning
scored 22 points while Valerie
Seay put· in 16 and Cynthia
Williams tacked on 11.
In their first game of the
tournament~ the Knights
used a well balanced scoring
attack to top Stetson's Lady ·
Hatters for the third time in
less than a month.
Stetson ~id a good job

It's being done in
· outomobiles·and living
rooms. Over coffee
' and cake. By people
like Madeline Mitza and
. Theresa BarlJieri.
· . They met when . Madeline was in treat; ment for breast cancer
1 and Theresa was the
: volunteer who drove
~ her to her therapy appointments. Now, like
Theresa,
Madeline is
1
bringing help and
hope to other women
as a Reach to Recovery
volunteer.
Madeline and Theresa are living proof
that it's people who
give people the Will to
live. The work in the lab
must continue. And so
must the work outside.
vye neeq your help.

from the start as they
established a 34-30 advantage
by the intermission.
Burns' teammate Christine
Strahl added 15 points while
pulling iµ a record 16
rebounds. Rounding out the
Knight's attack were Patz
with 13 points and Cardinale
and Wendt with 12 each.
· Kathy Baldwin led the
Lady Hats with 13 points
while Dallas Boychuk, who
led Stetson most of the
season, tallied 12. Terri Cain
and Michelle Michael added
11
and
10
points,
respectively.
Burns, who tallied 42
points over the two games,
was voted to the tourney's allstar team along with
FAMU's Valerie Seay and
Esther Myrick, Georgia
Southem's Sharon Thomas
and Mercer's Caroline
Nicholson.

: ~~~1;~::~~~

• RACQUITBALL
·Tom Wilson and Steve
Devos teamed up to win the
men's intramural doubles
racquetball tournament last
week on the UCF courts.
Wilson also won the men's A
lea~e singles championship
earlier in the month to sweep
the year's racquetball
tournaments.

afternoon from 5:00-6:30 p.m.
in the Education Building
Multi-purpose Room and is
free to UCF students. Faculty
and staff pay $5.00.
1

ii BASKITIALL

· -

··

·championship games 1n all
divisions of Intramural
Basketball are scheduled for
Wednes~y, March 12 in the
UCF gym. The women's final
is at 7:30 p.m, followed by the
•FLOOR HOCKEY ·
men's A at 8;30 p.m. and the
· ·The last day to enter a team .men's B at_9:30 p.m...:. __
in the Intramural Floor • SOCCER
Hockey league is Tuesday, . Javanan, Those Guys .and
March 11. There is a team LXA Little Sisters won the
captain's meeting and men's A, men's B and
mandatory referee clinic women's championships
scheduled for 6:00 p.m. that respectively .in the recently
day in RS 117. Team captains concluded All-University
and individuals wanting to Soccer Championships. LXA
get on a team should contact Little Sisters, the 1985
the Rec Services office
champions, defended their
SKI TEAM
title by knocking off PBP 3-2
The UCF water ski club in overtime; Those Guys
invites all interested skiers to easily handled SAE II 5-0;
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 their weekly meeting each while Javanan avenged their
Wednesday, 8:-00 p.m. in the only season loss by edging the
Student Organizational favored Steers by a score of
Lobby.
· 3-2.
The toughest job )Uu'll ever love.
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. US.Peace Co~. -

' Before

you buy,

let~ compare.
Maybe I can save you
some money on insurance:

e Life
3 NIGHTS
From

$317

2 NIGHTS
From

PEN person
Dbl. Occup.

ACAPULCO

$3 28

3 NIGHTS
Per person
Dbl. Occup.

From

• Renter/Condo
. • Homeowners
• Auto/Boat/RV

~~-=n.

$367

Call me and comp~.

ARUBA

ST. CROIX

2 NIGHTS

Allstate~
Ali.t&te lllluruoa Company
AllNte Lite Imuraace Co., Northbroak. 0.. .

See or Phone

Jim Smith
Ph! 657~7575
',-1

"7480 Aloma A venue
Winter
Park~ FL .
. I ,
.'~2792
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LOW RATES
new cars & trucks
·... with air conditioning
,.. from compact to full-size
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THE BEST CHOICE

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE.
CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED

• We·ekend rates
• Student R.ates
• 12-15 passenger vans available
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UCF has
Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT. GMAT. GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
~

Class starting'

·

a winning
week

r

MCAT MAR 11
LSAT
APR 2
APR 20
GRE
APR 7
MAY6

by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

To say the UCF baseball'
team had a successful week
would be a tad of an
understatement.
Earlier last w€ek, UCF
defeated St. Joseph's,
678-8400
Rollins, Villanova, and
Catawba (twice). The Knights
STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
2238
are looking at many more six
The worlds leading
Winterwoods Blvd.
game .weeks as they stomp
test prep organization.
Winter Pk., FL
into March with 30 games in
~--iiii!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LI 31 days..
UCF had no problems
handling St. Joe's (0-5) last
week, g Ii ding to 1 7 -2
romping. UCF right fielder
is now offering
Mark Maloney unloaded a
four run shot in the second to
sling the Knights to a 7-1
advantage.
Right hander Russ Manion
,was credited with the win. He
Student Legal Services Provides
allowed only one run in five
students with assistance in selected
innings. --·- Cornwell and
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
Derek Feltner took to the
consumer, non-criminal traffic and unmound in the sixth and
seventh respectively.
contested dissolutions. You can receive
Each team had eight hits,
attorney consu.l tation and representathough UCF captalized on the
tion free of charge to ·q ualified
pitching of Jim Wills in the
students. Call 275-5590 or stop by Rm
first
two innings to stretch
222 for more information or an aptheir
lead to 7-1. St. Joe's
pointment.
brought in two relief pitchers
throughout. the rest of the
Problems with?
Need?
game but neither could
dampen
the
Knights
Landlords?
A Will?
superiority.
UCF
powered
over
Catawba two days later by
Name Change?
Insurance?
capturing both games of a
double
header. In the first
Uncontested
Dissolution?
Contracts?
bout of the evening the
Knights handed Catawba a
Police?
10-0 shutout.
Rob Kendell went six of the
seven innings for the Knights
and picked up the win after
..-----------CEIEBRATE---------allowing only four hits and
holding Catawba scoreless.
Designated Hitter Todd
Reese had two hits and three
RBI's for UCF.
Also hitting for the Knights
was third baseman Scott
°"the beach
McHugh with a triple and a
FT. LAUDERDAlES PREMIERE
RBI.
Odie
Koehnke ,
shortstop for the Knights,
'cz=:=i CONCERT
AND
™NCE
auB
.
drillled a double to drive in
7 ·am to Noon • 11 EARLY RISER"

KAPLAN

/(DQOts

ea

f

Brevard Campus

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES

SPRING BREAK '86
· "' Ft. Lauderdale ..

~

PIPIE~

0

~

BLOODY MARV. SPECIAL

For you earty rtaers, have 1 Bloody Mary and KEEP THE MUOI

10 am to 6 pm POOLSlDE PARTIES
LIVI! D.J. EMCEEINCI PooUllDI! CONTEST •WATER YOLLEY8All
. TOURNAMENT •FREE BEER CHUCI RELAYS , FREE T·IHIRT RELAYI
THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST •AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ... THI!
Wl!TIEST, WET T-SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MACIAZINI
CASH PAIZll • FRH T·IHIRTI • AND OTHER OIYEAWAY9

7pm to 8 pm COUEGE HAPPY HOUR
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA PARTY

1

MON.,MAR 17

FREE SPRING BREAK 188 T·BHIRT WITH PAID ADMIUION FOR
. AIOVl COUEQI! ITUDEHTI HTWEEN 1 O'CLOCK AND t O'CLOCK
. WITH PflOPl!R COUIQI l.D.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER- t.711
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZESI

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents •••
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Knights outfielder Mark Maloney rounds second and heads
tor third base.

one run. Overall UCF
smacked eight hits to
Catawba's four. The Knights
also capitalized on three
Gatawba errors, turning one
into a run.
In the second game the
Knights did not walk away
quite so easily as UCF tallied
five runs and gave up two.
Mark Maloney racked up a
homerun and a double for the
Knights, which led to_his two
RB I's.
UCF scored first in the
game when lead off hitter
Odie Koehnke reached base
on a walk. After an error on
Catawba's third baseman
which helped advance Todd
Reese to second and Koehnke
to third, Scott McHugh
sacrificed to center field to
score Koehnke.
Catawba scored their first
run in the second. After Keith
Henry reached base on an
error by first baseman Vince
Zawaski. David Puleo hit into

a fielder's choice which
advanced the runner to third.
Catawba chose to sacrifice
which drove in Henry.
Maloney . hit his two run
homer in the fourth to break
the tie and lift the Knights to
a 2-1 advantage. Catawbva
came back in the fifth when
David Jorden reached base on
a UCF error and advanced
around the bases with help
from several base hits and
eventually was brought in by
a sacrifice from Ken
Fernandez.
UCF scored their next two
runs in the sixth to insure the
victory. Maloney scored after
he reached second on a double
to left. John Motsinger
advanced Maloney to third
with his single. Rich Polak.
designated hitter for the
Knights, brought Maloney in
when he drilled a single t o left
center. Motsinger scored off a
sacrifice from Koehnke.

FOOTBALL
FROM' PAGE 16
coordinating the defense.
Gene McDowell said, "We're going to be
better than we were last year and our
schedule is not quite as rough." The Knights,
according to McDowell, will still be taking
on a tough schedule, as six of the teams they
play should be favored to beat them because
of being able to offer more· scholarships.
The football team's players for next year
that will not be able to participate are the
incoming recruits. The Knights concentrated

heavily on defensive backs in an effort to
replace the loss of two of their starters at that
position.
McDowell, who has to spend most of his
time working on his other role with the UCF
as athletic director, said, "I want to coach the
team's personality. I want a mean, nasty
football team on the field. Off the field, I
want the team to be gentlemen, to get
involved with SGA, fraternities, to dress
nicely."
McDowell added, "I'd like everyone of our
assistants to do their job I haven't jot time to
do their job.''

n

lAUDEADALE'I FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND NIGHnY PWI OUR
IHTl!RNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D.J. SPINNING T.HE BEST DANCE
MUSIC A~D All DAY, All NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.
• ~
SATURDAY:
MON, WED I THUR:
\jl
· Come and Partv UI 3 AMI
Contest Nltt
Prtzea I 1t.lvHW8YI
SUNDAY:
TUE I FRI:
Video Mu1lc Nlte
"IHI Bunt on the BHch" Contest
o.11c1 to our wide 1er. .n ¥ldlO
Heralchd !Ir Plmybor m1111dne

FROM PAGE 16

tnd 1pec:18I 11f1cb llghl lhow

tt 75.00 C11h Prize•

'*-tn bind MIL

-CLIP ANO &All! -----------------------------Cl• AHO IAll!-

UNIVERS !TY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA PARTY*MONDAY,MAR. 17
. ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY
fUmll on• P9f cuelcJIMlt
aummtr1 an tM lletdl • 211

BASEBALL

a. Atlantic Blvd.• Ft. ltudlrdllt, F1oltdl • (305) 482-8871

(loctled ~ block north of Lu 0111 Blvd. on A1At

FLORIDA DRINKINO lAW: . You mu1t be bom on or before June SO, 1811
to 11911'1 purch1H alcohollc btv1ragt1 In Flortda.

SPRING ·BREAK '86

Kurt Zimmerman blasted a
triple after teammate Chrfs
Gust reached on a base on
balls. Casey Close and Darrin
Campbell both ripped singles
to left and Hal Morris
slammed a double.
Michigan scored again in

the fifth with a homer by
Casey Close which put the
Wolverines up 5-3. The
Knights bounced back an inning later with four runs on only one hit. ·
John M_o tsinger, Vince
Zawaski, Bobby Miller and
Brian Riggins eached reached
first on walks. Mark Maloney
had the only hit of the inning
when he ripped a triple to left
center. Odie Koehnke sacrific-

ed to bring home one of hfs
three RB I's of the game.
UCF wrapped up the game
with a final run in the eighth.
John Grettenberger recieved
the loss for Michigian
although he played only a portion of one inning.
The !.{nights also walloped
Vil~anova, 11-1, Saturday.
Starting pitcher Allen Platt
racked up the win for the
Knights."
t'\
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EVENT
means that fall football is not
that far off. I hope that Coach
McDowell is putting together
Or perhaps it is Conference a fine football squad, bec~use
Information director Herb he'll have to improve on last
Reinhard of F AMU fame?
year's 4-7 record if he wants a
Actually, it is the coaches. lot of support.
No coach can vote for her own
Many of the variables are
player, but they can vote on working for McDowell this
the rest of the league.
year (Or agaisnt him,
What that simply means is depending on how one looks
this: Either the NSWAC has at things.) First of all, eight of
a lot of blind coaches, or else · the 11 games the Knights will
there are a lot of coaches out play will be at home (that is, if
there that were burned by you call trekking half way
Cardinale's play and decided across Orlando home.) The
to extract revenge. Whatever opponents are good, but they
the case, Caradinale was won't strike fear into the
cheated 'out of something she hearts of true football fans.
rightfully deserved.
The main thing is, we have
Football
drastically improved the
Ah, yes, spring football is offensive and defensive lines
right around the corner. This with bulk players. This was a

FROM PAGE 16

weakness last year, as
basically the offense had
· many talented players who
could put points on the
scoreboard, but the UCF
defense had a tough time
trying to keep the opponents
off of the scoreboard.
In all fairness, one must
take into account the fact
that freshman are not
expected to make wonderful
contributions. Still, there is a
lot of potential contained on
the upcoming Knights
football squad, a·nd barring
injuries, this year's team can
conceivably win seven games.
In fact, I 'II make that a
challenge to Coach McDowell
and the squad. Seven wins in
1986.
Look at it this way,.sports

fans. If McDowell is not
successful, who is going to
fire him? The athletic
director?

·Child abuse·
hurts
everybody.

Unsung

One of the unsung
basketball teams this season
has to be the Vikings of
Cleveland State. Playing in
the
Mid-Continent
Conference, CSU has
compiled a 24-3 record during
the regular season and then
won
the
conference
tournament.
They will play Indiana in
the first round. This will be
one of the better first round
games that will be played this
coming week. In other words,
there are some really good
first round . games, and some
real dogs, also.

We need your help.
For information
on child ab-use or on
what you can do to
help prevent it, please
write:
National Committee for Prevention
of Child Abuse, Box
:I:_ 2866, Chicago,
'11f'·lllinois 60690

The
White House
Fellowships

A unique opportunity
· for outstanding Americans
early in their careers to
work for a year at
the highest levels of
the Fede.ral Government
For more information:
The President's Commission on
White House Fellowships
712 Jackson Place, N.W . .
Washington, D.C. 20503 ·
(202) 395-4522
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.~~If you never
heard of VISTA,
fits because you
never needed
.VJSJA''-James EarlJones
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"Good
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don't let
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friends
smoke·

•

cigarettes:'

Larry Hagman '
~,

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today.You'll
both be glad tomorrow.
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Men's tennis team suffering from turmoil
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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UCF tennis team member Tony Snoeyenbos reaches for the
elusive tennis ball.

The UCF men's tennis team is in chaos.
So far they have lost all five of the meets
that they have competed in including one
against 'a community college.
To have a full team, a school must field six
athletes. The Knights have not yet met this
standard.
In some meets, the Knights only had four
athletes which meant they had to forfeit two
singles matches and one doubles · match
(college tennis sets up six singles matches
and three doubles matches for the six
·
athletes).
The problem exists mainly because the
athletic department is yet to find a fully
qualified coach for the team.
So far the team has gone through three
coaches for the season, and all three coaches
regularly coach other sports for the athletic
department.
The first coach was Pat Cucci, who
normally handles wrestling. Cucci, who was
busy preparing his wrestling team for the
post season tournaments, resigned saying he
didn't have time to spend on the tennis team.
John Coatta, an assistant football coach
(running backs), then took over for Cucci, but
he resigned after taking a job as a football
coach at a college in Alabama.
Rick , Stockstill, also a regular assistant
coach for the football team (receivers), has
.
replaced Coatta as the tennis coach.
Curently, the tennis team has two athletes
on scholarship, Tony Snoeyenbos and Lenny
Engle. Both practice twice a day every day of
the week. However, neither are completely
aware of who their teammates are.

Engle, the captain of the tennis te~, said
that he has been at UCF as a tennis player for
four plus years and in that time UCF has had
13 tennis coaches.
Engle said, 'Tm disappointed to say the
least at the way the athletic department has
handled the tennis team. They neglected
their responsibility to one of their teams.
McDowell (the athletic director) claims to be
fair and equal for everyone and it just doesn 't
seem like it. "
McDowell said, "They're (tennis) in the
same position that everyone else is in in the
athletic department. They don't have enough
talent. Talent is limited in all our teams."
The last coach who was fully qualified to
handle tennis was Mark Waterhouse who
coached for the team last year.
At one time, the tennis team at UCF was a
top Division II program. The program was
built by coach Lex Wood. Wood left because
of a lack of a full time salary·.
Engle said that_three years ago the tennis
team was the sixth ranked Division II team
in the nation and had the number one ranked
player in the nation, Mike DeFranco, leading
into the national tournament which both
Engle and DeFranco qualified for.
Despite the athletic department moving up
to Division I last year, the tennis team has
received an even smaller budget to compete
with.
Engle said, "They've (the athletic
department) got their heads stuck in football.
They don't really care."
The tennis team recently had a meet
·cancelled and not one of the players on the
team was notified. Engle said that they (the
team) all cut classes and waited around until
someone finally let them know that their
meet had been cancelled.

Sports Festival to take place during spring break
by Chris Richcreek
SPORTS EDITOR

•

For those athletes about to enjoy
spring break, there is an alternative
to catching rays on the beach or
relaxing in the back yard.
The National Collegiate Sports
Festival will be conducted over four
consecutive weeks in Daytona Beach.
Events in the festival will include
golf, a 5K run, flag football, ultimate
frisbee, softball, sailing, basketball,
volleyball, and rugby.
The festival, which is designed for
intramural sports teams and sports
clubs, is the brainchild of Casey
Leydon. Leydon, a graduate of the
University of Mississippi, is leading a
management team for the festival
which is composed entirely of
members of the Daytona Beach
Rugby team.
Leydon, who is concerned with the
problems of alcohol irresponsibility

by vacationing students, allows no
alcohol or tobacco sponsers to be
associated with the Festival. Instead,
the Festival is sponsored by
corporate groups like McDonalds,
Walt Disney World, and Coca-Cola.
Gov. Bob Graham is a staunch
supporter of the festival. Graham
,said, "The Festival promises to foster
a new, healthy relationship between
the students who visit our state each·
Spring and the community of
Daytona Beach.'' ,
This is the first Spring Break event
to be endorsed by the State of Florida
and by BACCHAS, the student
alcohol awareness group.
Many Daytona Beach residents
have joined the NCSF Booster Club
in support of the Festival. The
booster fee is $50.
However, the NCSF is returning
the support pledged by donating 50
percent of their total profits to ·
several United Way charities in the
local area.
The tournament runs in one week

_segments for four ~onsecutive weeks.
March 10-14, 17-21, 24-28, and.March
31 ·April 4 are the individual weeks.
The registration deadline is the
Monday of the week that the
student's break starts.
Registration-release forms are
available in the Rec Services office. A
$15 per participant fee is split
between the Intramural Sports
Program at the respective college ($2)
and the NCSF ($13) for operating
costs.
Many colleges have already
committed themselves to attending
the Festival. These schools include
Ohio State, the University of North
Carolina, Southern Methodist and
UCF, among others.
As far as scoring goes for the
events, points will be awarded to
schools for every game won by that
team from that school. The points
from all events are tallied and the
school with the highest total will be
awarded the All Sports trophy.
All Sports points will be awarded

for entry, bonus, weekly tournament
winners and the final two place
winners. The top 20 schools will be
awarded trophies for first through
20th place.
As for the events themselves, they
are broken down between men,
women and co-ed. Golf and the 5K run
are events run seperately among men
and women. Men are the only ones in
the rugby competition, while the rest
of the events are co-ed.
The placing of events will be in and
around the Daytona Beach area. The
basketball event will be split between
the Daytona Beach YMCA and
Bethune-Cookman college. Sailing
will be done on the Atlantic Ocean,
while the Rugby event ~ill be at
Seabreeze High School. The Golf
match will be held at the Pelican Bay
Country Club.
Although this is a first year event,
the NCSF has been quite successful
in gaining sponsors. A national TV
network has also expressed interest
in full coverage of next year's event.
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Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Stop & ex~ience our New
ACU-MASSAGE Table, 1st visit FREE
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SAT.: 9A.M.-5P.M.

10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF 1.0.
Exp ..3-27-86
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by Kathy Johnson

NSWAC
Okay, this is down right
ridiculous. You thought you
didn't understand the way
the NSW AC worked? Well,
congratulations, my friend,
you are not the only one.
First, they try to play merryg o- round
with
the
tournament. Perhpas this will
evolve into a new board game
called "Lost in NSWAC." In
the game, players try to avoid
playing F AMU for as long as
possible by finding a legal
way to finish in last place.
Yes, my friends, finishing last
does pay off.
If the confusion over the
conference is tampering with
your mind, inject this one into
your cranial matter. Star
point guard Julie Cardinale
did not only miss making first
team all-NSWAC, she also
did not earn a position on the
second team, either.
I do not know what type of
deluded mind~ came together
to pick the squads, but they
were obviously coherent
enough for the first team
selections, naming UCF's
Kristy Burns and Sue Patz to
the squad, along with
Caroline Nicholson of Mercer,
Dallas Boychuck of Stetson,
and Regina Days of Gerogia
Southern (who shared coMVP honors with Burns.) All
of these players deserved the
honors, as all made major
contributions to their teams.
However, there · is no
mention of Cardinale on the
second team. This, by the
way, is the same Cardinale
who was in the top five in the
nation in assists (with an
average of nine a game), and
who also averaged 12.9 ppg
on 50 percent shooting,
something one rarely sees
guards doing, (unless, of
course, you are Burns and
make shots at a rate of 54
percent from the guard spot.)
Cardinale was the nuclear fuel
for UCF's high-powered
offense.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF baseball took a big step
towards the top when the Knights
blasted top ranked Michigan 8-5, Sunday in front of a crowd of 387. The
Wolverines were ranked fourth in the
nation in the preseason polls.
UCF pitcher Tommy Novak went
the distance for the Knights, holding
the Wolverines to five runs. UCF
third baseman Scott McHugh slammed a home run in the first for two
runs.
The Knights took an early lead in
the game when Jose Soto reached on a
base on balls in the first and advanced around the diamond with two
stolen bases He eventully scored off
an error by the catcher.
Michigan went scorless until the
third when the Wolverines jumped into the lead with four runs on four hits.

Donna Lindsey/Central Florida Future

The Knights John Motsinger tries to avoid the tag at second base.

SEE BASEBALL, PAGE 13

Spring football starts this week
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Spring is upon us.
With the warmth of spring comes
spring training for major league
baseball, spring break for dedicated
students and the spring workout for the
UCF football team.
The Knights began their spring season
on Monday afternoon and will practice
fol,lr days a week until a week before
finals. However, they will not practice
during spring break.
The football players will hardly be able
to enjoy their time during the break as
they will be more concerned with the
impressions they make upon the
coaching staff.
The coaching staff will be as equally
interested in asessing the team's talent
as they will be at getting the team in

shape mentally as well as physically for of their players, they also have lost their
the upcoming 1986 season.
defensive coordinator, Al Seagraves,
The Knights will have 18 of their 22 who took a job as defensive line coach at
starters coming back from last years 4-7 the Citadel.
team. They are losing three players from
McDowell said that he's received over
their defense and only one from their 124 applications for the job. The top
offense.
canidates for the job are D.C. Moss, who
Tackle Jorge Magluta is the only last acted as the offensive coordinator
player that the offense is losing while the for the Orlando Renagades, Bruce
defense is losing the services of nose Bennit, a Georgia high school coach,
guard Eric Simpson and defensive backs Paul McKtil, a South East Bradenton
Darius Fore and Greg Atterberry. · high school coach, and Randi Romero, an
Atterberry, according to head football assistent coach at the University of
coach Gene McDowell, should be drafted Nevada-Las Vegas.
in' the late rounds of the NFL draft.
The Knights will hire two of the four
McDowell said that the Knights applying for defensive coordinator, as
offense was strong last year and should they will be also needing one of the
be stronger this year. However, he did coaches to handle either defensive backs
not have the same perspective twards or linebackers. The defensive
the Knight's defense. "The defense was coordinator will handle one those two
suspect, and that's the area that we have areas for the football team in addition to
to imp,ove a lot in," said McDowell.
In addition to the defense losing three
SEE FOOTBALL, PAGE 13
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Lady Knights end
season with loss

an

by Stefan Keller

By
rights, Cardinale
belonged on the second team
ahead of Valeri Seay of
F AMU (only 6. 7 assists per
game), FAMU's Q.ail Myrick
(she did not finish among the
top six in any major
conference category), and
Georgia State's Tracy Cheek
(another no-show among the
top six in any category,
except for free throw
percentage.) ·
' In fact, four F AMU players
made the second team, which
seems pretty dominating to
me. No wonder no one wants
to phiy FAMU, they have the
best batch of second team allconference players in the
league.
What I am interested in
now is who exactly picks the
teams,
anyway?
Commissioner Rankin Cooter
(a truly classic name for a
commissioner)? Conference
President "Bue~" Wagner?
SEE EVENT, PAGE 14

•
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The Lady Knights' New
South Athletic Conference
title hopes were shattered in
Florida A&M 's Gatiher
·Athletic Center Saturday
night as UCF lost to F AMU,
89-87, in an overtime
semifinal contest. UCF
reached the semifinals by
defeating Stetson Friday
74~68.

~...
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The game, part of the
inaugural
NSW AC
tournament, closed out the
Lady Knights rollercoaster
season with a 13-15 overall
slate.
In Saturday's game, the
Lady Knights jumped out to
a quick lead and held a 41-35
advantage at the half as
FAMU tagged along.
The Rattlerettes caught up
with 6:44 remaining in
·regulation time on an April
Manning jumper. The teams

swapped leads several times
before Terri Jo Wendt tossed
in two foul shots to put the
Knights up 80-78 with 19
seconds remaining.
FMAU's Esther Myrick
countered with two charity
tosses of her own to tie it up
at 80-80 and send the game
into overtime.
Behind Myrick's shooting,
the Rattlerettes vaulted to a
88-82 lead.
The Knights attempted a
comeback, but couldn't
muster up the fire power as
F AMU defeated UCF for the
third time this season.
UCF was slighty below par
from the field hitting only
46.3 percent, but they made
up for it from the free throw
line. Led by Kristy Burns,
who hit ·six of six from the
line, the Knights connected
on a torrid 83.3 percent.
Where the Knights
suffered, the Rattlerettes
SEE BASKETBALL, PAGE 11
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